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Shadow of the colossus. Bluepoint Games, sony interactive entertainment, 2018. video Game.

Shadow of the Colossus was originally released in 2005, by the then fledgling developer, 
Team Ico. It was then remastered for the PlayStation 3 by Bluepoint Games in 2011 and mostly 
recently remade in 2018, also by Bluepoint Games. With over a decade since its original release, it 
shows that there is an enduring community and love of the game. This love is fuelled by its original 
and innovative gameplay, an overarching morally ambiguous story, and a healthy dose of nostalgia 
from the original release.

Shadow of the Colossus is at heart an Adventure game, a mix of platforming, puzzling, 
and exploration. The 2005 original was innovative and ground breaking, the world felt huge and 
beautiful, the game felt unique. In 2018, however, we have a plethora of games of a similar nature 
to draw upon. Breath of the Wild (2017) is likely the easiest to draw comparison to with its feeling 
of a vast open world and a likeness to its protagonist’s armoury of a sword and bow. Both games 
give the player a sense of wonder using scale, and feature climbing as a main mechanic to enforce 
that the player interacts with that scale. Both games feature huge creatures to ‘defeat.’ It is safe 
to say that Breath of the Wild draws a hint of inspiration from Shadow of the Colossus. However, 
is it fair to compare the newly remade version to its recent contemporaries? The price on release 
was discounted by about two fifths of a standard full price game, depending on the continent.  
This would indicate that it is not to be taken as new full game, but as a trip down memory lane for 
dedicated fans, and that potential newcomers to the world are a bonus.

It begs the question however, was this remake worthwhile? Shadow of the Colossus has 
already been remastered and by all accounts to an excellent standard. To remake a game from the 
ground up as Bluepoint Games have done, surely something more should be added? Of course, 
the graphics have been upgraded, and it does look more beautiful than ever. Sadly though, that is 
the only apparent change that the player will notice. There is no extra gameplay, nothing extra at 
all as been added to the content of the game. In fact, Bluepoint Games have been excruciatingly 
precise with their remake, mechanically and technically across the game. This is disappointing as 
one of the few criticisms levelled at the original and remastered versions are its controls. The camera 
feels awkward and imprecise and Wander, the protagonist can be frustrating to manoeuvre. Agro, 
the horse controls terribly in some of the tighter spaces that must be negotiated. All of this is true 
to the remake. Bluepoint Games, it seems, have chosen to mimic the original’s imperfections rather 
than chance any innovation with the title. This innovation would admittedly be a risk, as the game is 
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held with such reverence amongst dedicated fans that to stray too far from the original’s path could 
be insulting.

That reverence is drawn from something other than the gameplay of Shadow of the 
Colossus. If it was simply the gameplay to be reviewed, Shadow of the Colossus would be average 
at best. It is the story that drives this game; a subtle tale that pushes the player along and makes the 
player ask questions outside of the game, about good and evil, about right and wrong.

Shadow of the Colossus features Wander, the protagonist, who enters a forbidden land on 
horseback with the body of a maiden, Mono. Wander asks an entity within this land, Dormin, for help 
in reviving Mono. Dormin agrees on the condition that Wander defeats sixteen colossi - giant stone 
creatures that wander the forbidden land. On defeating the colossi, dark energy is released from 
their body and enters Wander. Dormin itself warns Wander that he will pay a price for his actions, 
but Wander continues and eventually prevails in slaying all the colossi. In a short ending sequence, 
Wander now possessed by Dormin wreaks havoc across the temple but is eventually stopped by 
guardians that followed Wander into the forbidden land. Dormin is once again sealed away, and the 
bridge to the forbidden land is destroyed. The game ends with Mono awakening and picking up 
Wander who is now a small child with horns.

A lot of the story is left open for interpretation, the relation between Wander and Mono 
is never stated. The reason for Mono’s death is only hinted at: her having a cursed destiny. Who or 
what Dormin is, is never stated. Dormin’s trickery in using Wander to release itself is made apparent 
to the player, but Wander seems to not know, or be ambivalent towards, the outcome.

This ambiguity is balanced well; it allows players to debate amongst themselves the 
meaning of the story, the results of the story. There is no set canon of the game, with the intent being 
that the players can interpret their own meaning behind everything. This adds to the game’s sense 
of vastness in a way other games have not achieved. The story feels as huge as the world because 
the player wonders about outside of the land, of what drove Wander to taking these actions. What 
else must this world contain if this forbidden land is just one small corner of it?

From this overarching story, the player starts to build an emotional connection, but not 
necessarily with the protagonist. In fact, Wander is quite a flat character, nonverbal and characterless. 
Once again, a connection is made with the land, and the most prominent feature of the land is the 
colossi. The colossi radiate character, they are full of personality, each with their own unique designs, 
their own little sections of the land they inhabit. They feel pain, and roar and shout as Wander climbs 
over them, they run and attack but only, it feels, in self-defence. It quickly becomes apparent that 
these creatures are the guardians, maybe they are the good guys, and maybe Wander is the villain, 
defeating each guardian to release Dormin into the world. The colossi feel innocent; they are not 
doing anything to antagonise Wander who has entered their land and hunts them down. That is just 
one interpretation of course.
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When everything comes together, Shadow of the Colossus feels amazing. There is a ‘click’ 
moment when the player will be storming across a vast landscape, with a beautiful score of music 
and pondering on the meaning of the story where you will feel truly immersed in a beautiful game.  
Then, all too frequently, a frustrating technical issue will snap you out of these moments: the controls 
will feel wrong, or the camera will mess up and you will be pulled back into reality. It is almost a 
compliment to the game that it can immerse you so deeply that the disconnect when you are 
frustrated by it feels so sharp. The disconnect being present over three editions of the game means 
that there is something intrinsic about the gameplay in Shadow of the Colossus and the story it is 
weaving that do not come together comfortably. Whether fully fixing those technical issues would 
remove that disconnect completely is uncertain. A fourth version may be necessary to find that out.

Was this remake worthwhile? Almost, is the answer. For fans of the game revisiting this 
world with its beautiful new graphics will be more than enough. However, newcomers to Shadow 
of the Colossus will be left feeling unsatisfied, having been used to grand epics and games that 
are much larger, with much more content. Shadow of the Colossus does not stand up to its current 
contemporaries.
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